Increasing Precipitation Volatility in 21st
century California
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As we allll know,
A
k
California
C lif i is
i a
land of extreme hydroclimate
variability…

1976‐1977 water year
• In 1976‐1977,
California
experienced a record
l amount off
low
precipitation.
• This is the driest
water year in
California’ss 122‐year‐
California
long observational
record.
• We conservatively
estimate that yyears
l k it h
like
have a 100 year
return period.

2016‐2017 water year
• In 2016‐2017,
California received a
very large amount
of precipitation.
• Based on
observations of
statewide
d average
precipitation, years
like 2016‐2017
occur about once
every 25 years.

1861‐1862 flood event
• The historical record likely
undersamples the true tails of
California’s hydroclimate variability.
• The 1861‐1862
1861 1862 winter storm
sequence involved 40 days of nearly
continuous precipitation from late
December 1861 through late
January 1862.
• Accumulations may have exceeded 1
m in some locations.
• Paleo evidence suggests events of
yp have a roughly
g y 200 year
y
this type
return period.

Weak and uncertain mean changes
• The CMIP5 models shows only weak and
uncertain changes in mean precipitation in
California, albeit with a gradient from south to
north.
• (A very similar pattern is seen in CESM, the
model we use for this study.)
• But recent studies have suggested that
precipitation extremes may not be so stationary
(e.g. Dettinger 2011, Neelin et al. 2013, Berg
and
dH
Hallll 2015,
2015 Wang
W
et al.l 2015
2015, YYoon 2015)
2015).
• And California’s water infrastructure has to built
to the specifications of the extremes.
• All of this suggests that the focus on the weak
and uncertain changes
g in the mean is onlyy
telling a small part of the climate change story.
Cross‐hatching denotes regions where 2/3 of ensemble members
agree on the sign of mean seasonal precipitation change.

The tool for studying variability changes ‐‐
CESM LENS
CESM‐LENS
• CESM‐LENS is large ensemble of fully coupled climate model simulations. (The
model is the Community Earth System Model.)
• The ensemble consists of 40 realizations of climate over the 20th and 21st
centuries (1920‐2100,
(1920 2100 historical+RCP8.5
historical+RCP8 5 emissions).
emissions)
• Each realization is initialized slightly differently, so that internal variability signals
differ from one ensemble member to another, and essentially become randomly
phased relative to each other.
• The ensemble is designed to allow for strong statements about the statistical
robustness of climate change signals, especially in regions of large internal
variability (e.g. California).
• Large ensemble size is necessary to glean robust statistics about rare events.
• The ensemble is accompanied by a 1,800‐year‐long “pre‐industrial control run”
with
i h greenhouse
h
gas concentrations
i
prescribed
ib d to 1850
8 0 values.
l
• The latter can be used to define distributions of climate variables as if they were
uninfluenced by anthropogenic forcing.

Suitability of CESM
• CESM reproduces the mean and
variability of California precipitation
with reasonable fidelity (see
observed and modeled precipitation
statistics at right).
• CESM’s precipitation response in CA
is close to the CMIP5 ensemble mean
response.
• CESM reproduces the remote
teleconnections known to influence
California precipitation (e.g. similar
SLP regression/correlations onto
tropical Pacific SST).

Methodology in a nutshell
• Determine approximate frequency of occurrence for each event of
interest based on direct observations or historical accounts
• Calculate
C l l t the
th magnitude
it d off events
t within
ithi the
th preindustrial
i d t i l control
t l
climate model simulation that occur with comparable frequency to
those observed.
•Q
Quantifyy subsequent
q
frequency
q
y changes
g in similar events under a
scenario of continued increase in greenhouse gas concentrations.
• The events examined were
• 100 year very dry year (1976‐1977 analog)
• 25 year wet year (2016
(2016‐2017
2017 analog)
• 200 year 40‐day cumulative precipitation (1861‐1862 analog)

100 year very dry year (1976‐1977 analog)
• This plot shows the expected percent
change in the frequency of a very dry
year with a 100 year return period for
the
h 2070‐2100
2070 2100 period.
i d
• Cross hatching shows the areas of
greatest statistical confidence (P<0.1,
90%)
• Virtually the entire state sees an increase
is the frequency of the very dry year.
• The increase is especially large in
Southern California
California.

100 year very dry year (1976‐1977 analog)
• It’s also instructive to view the change in
frequency as a function of time.
• Here’s that data, for a collection of grid
cells adjacent to Los Angeles, and
another collection adjacent to San
Francisco.
• The brown shaded range encompasses
2/3 of the CESM‐‐LENS ensemble
spread.
p
• Again, in Southern California, the clear
majority of ensemble members exhibit
greater frequency of very dry years,
with the most likely value being a
~doubling.
~doubling
• The rise in frequency begins in the first
few decades of the 21st century.

25 year wet year (2016‐2017 analog)
• Here is the expected percent change
in the frequency of the wet year with
a 25 year return period for the 2070
2070‐
2100 period.
• Again cross hatching shows the areas
of ggreatest statistical confidence
(P<0.1, 90%)
• The entire state sees a statistically
robust increase is the frequency of a
wet year like 2016‐2017.

25 year wet year (2016‐2017 analog)
• Here is the change in frequency as a
function of time, for our Southern and
Northern California regions.
• In both parts of the State, the wet year
becomes much more frequent, with
return periods more than doubling.
• Nearly all ensemble members exhibit this
behavior.
• The increase begins in the first few
decades of the 21st century, and
becomes strong enough to emerge
statistically around 2035.

200 year 40‐day flood event (1861‐1862 flood
analog)
• Next we look at the change in rarity of a 40‐day
cumulative precipitation event occurring every
200 years.
• We’ll look at this information a bit differently,
jjust because these events are so rare,, and we
need information not so much about how
frequently they will occur, but whether they will
occur at all.
• Here is the average number of times such an
event occurs in the 40‐member ensemble during
th remainder
the
i d off th
the 21st century
t
(2018
(2018‐2100).
2100)
• Without anthropogenic forcing, we expect this
event to occur less than 0.5 times, consistent
with the 82‐year‐long time period.
• We see that such a 40‐dayy flood event occurs 2‐
3 times throughout much of the state, and more
than 2/3 of the ensemble members show at
least 2 occurrences (cross‐hatching).

200 year 40‐day flood event (1861‐1862 flood
analog)
• We can look at this information in time
series form too.
• This shows the average number of times
the 40
40‐day
day flood event occurs across the
ensemble, as a function of time (2018‐
2100).
• For both parts of the State, the event has
occurred at least once by the middle of
the 21st century, in the most likely case.
• In the northern part of the State, all
ensemble members show the event
occurring and most show it occurring at
occurring,
least twice!

Whiplash
• This increase in both dry and wet extremes indicates a significant
increase in the volatility of precipitation.
• We’d like to introduce a concept called hydrologic “whiplash”, which
occurs when a wet year follows a dry year.
• More precisely, we define it as the occurrence of two consecutive
years when
h wet season precipitation
i i i ffalls
ll under
d the
h 20th percentile
il iin
the 1st year, and then above the 80th percentile in the 2nd year. (The
percentiles are defined in the pre‐industrial climate runs.)
• How much more frequently does whiplash occur?

Whiplash
• Here are the time series showing the
change in frequency of whiplash in the
two parts of the State.
• For
F both
b h parts off the
h State,
S
whiplash
hi l h
increases.
• But it is in the Southern part of the State
where the increase is largest (increase of
~50%), and most statistically robust.
• (Recall that both parts of the State see a
strong increase in wet extremes, but
S h
Southern
C
California
lif i exhibits
hibi the
h stronger
increase in dry extremes.)

Concluding remarks
• We have seen that there are relatively small and uncertain changes in mean precipitation in CMIP5
models (and CESM).
• However, this benign statement may mask changes in extremes that are very large throughout the
state. This information emerges from a large ensemble that allows for confident statements about
the behavior of events with long return periods.
• Though the ensemble is built around only one climate model, the analysis produces some dramatic
results.
• Droughts as rare as the 1976‐1977 water year increase in frequency throughout the State. The
increase is robust to variability sequencing in Southern California, so the signal is likely to be
realized.
• Wet
W t years as rare as the
th 2016‐2017
2016 2017 water
t year also
l increase
i
iin frequency
f
th
throughout
h t the
th state,
t t
and the increase is also robust to variability sequencing everywhere.
• Very rare flood events like the 1861‐1862 event are almost certain to occur throughout the State,
and will likely occur more than twice in Northern California.
• Hydrologic “whiplash”, or back‐to‐back dry‐to‐wet years, becomes more common, especially in the
southern part of the State.
State
• The signals associated with changes in variability generally begin to appear around now.
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